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Press release N.4 December 2021 

Innovative STE(A)M laboratories are on! 

Now, that the Online Teacher Training Programme is finalized, partners are organizing 

workshops in different schools across the partner countries with a view to actively 

engage both teachers and students in activities that put AR4STEAM into action! 

 

In fact, different initiatives related to STE(A)M subjects and based on innovative AR 

technologies are organized in Germany, Turkey, Netherlands, Belgium and Italy. The key 

idea behind the design and implementation of those initiatives is to combine 

motivational workflows based on Game-Based Learning strategies with immersive 

technologies that enhance the learning experience. 

 

The AR4STEAM labs are still ongoing utilizing different AR applications and covering 

different aspects of STEAM: From Mathematics to Astronomy! 

 

DIPF, SAMANDIRA, ITT Marco Polo and AEDE have already organized and implemented 

their labs involving at least 4 teachers and 4 students. The results were filmed, and the 

videos will be soon uploaded in our project website! 

 

Stay tuned! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://ar4steam.eu/results
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Have you heard about the AR4STEAM National Workshops? 

Partners have been organizing and executing national workshops in hybrid, face-to-face 

or online format under the scope of presenting the project results and invite even more 

participants to be actively involved. 

School teachers, students, stakeholders, public authorities, domain experts, research 

institutes, policy makers and other interested parties were invited with a view to get 

exposed to the AR4STEAM strategies and disseminate the outcomes among their 

networks. The workshops held so far are: 

 

Cyprus organized by HEARTHANDS SOLUTIONS: 22.09.2021 

Germany organized by DIPF: 30.09.2021 

Turkey organized by SAMANDIRA: 27.10.2021 

Italy organized by ITT Marco Polo with the support of Effebi: 28.10.2021 

 

AR4STEAM Project – what’s next? 

 

The last, but not least AR4STEAM lab will be held in the Netherlands and organized by 

AGORA. It is expected to run until before Christmas, while AGORA is already planning to 

host a National Workshop presenting the project results on the 20th of January 2022. 

You will be able to find more information about the workshop in the news section of our 

website. 

 

We are all looking forward to it! 

 

Questions? Feedback? Please feel free to get involved! 

 

Your AR4STEAM TEAM 

 

 


